2018 Phillips’ Mill Community Association Youth Art Exhibition
List of Artists, Titles, Medium and Price by School

Key: Best in Show♦; 1st Place¹, 2nd Place², 3rd Place³, Honorable Mention*

Central Bucks High School East
Emily Silver Lizzie NFS
Julia DeFonso Self-Portrait NFS
Sarah MarchioneUntitled NFS
Shannon Murphy Still Life NFS
Shelby Stewart Still Life with Pitcher* NFS
Paige Johnson Still Life with Light Bulb NFS
Kaitlyn Okin Greek Coil Pot NFS
Allison Prizer Teapot with Creamer & Sugar Bowl NFS

Central Bucks High School West
Gabrielle Miller The Change NFS
Jillian Harvan Mark NFS
Emma Cullen Om Tare Tuttare Ture Soha $150
Ilona Tuttle Comfort of Home $150
Sean Poupard Alaina’s Personality³ NFS
Casey Koochagian Watkin’s Glen $20
Elizabeth Sims Companions NFS
Katherine Jenkinson Solitude NFS

Council Rock High School North
Allison Wray Letters³ NFS
Cara DePalo Turbulence♦ NFS
Lexi Zubler Floating Dreams NFS
Jaden Schoenfeld Circle NFS
Claudia Talton When, When, When... NFS
Morgan Pfleger Harmony NFS
Shelby Reed Industrial Hummingbird NFS
Chelsey Seigal Lightning Sunset Flower Lover* NFS

Council Rock High School South
Ariel Meltser Untitled NFS
Paige O’Connell Tyler Park After the Storm* NFS
Robyn Abrams Catching Rays at Neshaminy Creek NFS
Ewing High School
Dana Weber ASAP NFS
Julie Ciccone The Two Fish NFS
Ellen Pietsch Walk in My Steps NFS
Symone Summier I’m Here* NFS
Vaneise Sonny Sanguise NFS
LeeAnn Cleckner Untitled NFS
Sonia Kilcoyne Untitled NFS
Elizabeth Bayley Shell Shock NFS

George School
Isabella Lin Evening Glow of Inquiry NFS
Megha Anand Tradition $300
Phoebe Johnson City Dream* $300
Claire Schmucker Wood Fired Vase NFS
Jacob Hoopes Textured Box³ NFS
Philip Chen Winter Trees NFS
Josie O’Neal-Odom Self Portrait² NFS
Fiona Keith Self Portrait NFS

Hillsborough High School
Anne Caridi When I Had Dreams NFS
Gillian Prince Cruelty-Knowledge-Acceptance $50
Kiley Chen Flown Away NFS
Iman Anduar A lost Mutt* $10 (w/o frame)
Reeba Bento Crispy Leaves NFS

Holy Ghost Prep
Jacob Lawall Flowers in the Studio NFS
Christopher Aileo Philadelphia NFS
Stefano Arnone Tyler State Park NFS
Owen Yake Self Portrait⁵ NFS
William Krohn Calhoun Street Bridge NFS
Jack Rittenmeyer Tanzania, Summer 2017 NFS
Schuyler Cauley Only in My Dreams NFS

Hopewell Valley Central High School
Anyi Qian Homage to Lucy Lewis NFS
Marissa Balto Untitled (in the manner of a traditional Acoma olla)* NFS
Carly Sison Reflection Ball NFS
Lauren Brez Hanging Birdhouses $150
Fennel Ludwig Garden Bust NFS
Katelyn McKillip Matrimony NFS
Annelise Wulf Tension NFS
Aram Aghababian Self Portrait NFS
The Hun School
Nick Reilly The Funnel² $50
Gigi Venizelos From Here to Eternity $100
Crystal Luongo Hyatt Seeing Sounds NFS
Jessica Zhen Burning $100
Natasha Khoo Sweet ol' Ben $175
Alec Papanicolau Rockets’ Red Glare $100
Rachel Huffaker Through the Looking Glass¹ $150
Jenny Xu Untitled $30

Hunterdon Central Regional High School
Natalia Zamora Diversity NFS
Kylie Gletow Mug NFS
Zoe Bowser Nostalgia³ NFS
Dhviti Patel Untitled⁴ NFS
Julia Sims Self-Portrait NFS
Catalina Videla City View $150
Shay Beckman Meow $200
Amanda Eng Fairy Tale¹ NFS

Neshaminy High School
Val Brodnyan Untitled $100
Gabby Ellis Untitled $100
Jess Tomasko Untitled* $100
Genna Hord Untitled $75
Rachel Kohler Untitled $35
Angela Calpin Thinking Guacamole NFS
Danielle LaPierre Puzzled $100
Julia Rosenwald Lilypads NFS

New Hope-Solebury High School
SheaMarie Lewis My Best Friend NFS
Andrew Houlton Landscape NFS
Emma Sirken Action* NFS
Hayden Hamilton Carousel NFS
Emily Greenup Landscape NFS

The Pennington School
Steven Tian The Subway NFS
Ada Lau The Big Apple² NFS
Sarah Donato Amira NFS
Laura Alaez Portrait with Flowers $50
Emily Clark Italy $50
Hongyu (Allen) Lou Alps² $50
Heather Holley Twist with Winter Green $75
Max Pinado Blue on White $100
Solebury School
Marshall Overhiser Portrait of Gabrielle* $125 unframed/$195 framed
Olivia Lutz Feet $100 unframed/$125 framed
Nikita Shchemelev Goat Girl $50 unframed/$95 framed
Andrei Benoliel Head NFS
Michaela Riggio Snake NFS
Evan Riley Scream for Cream NFS
Ellie Herman Wave NFS
Debby Qu Day trip $50 unframed/$95 framed

Stuart Country Day School
Meigi Lin Mask NFS
Chloe Petraske Perception NFS
Luyang Zhong Peeking Through the Trees NFS
Sharon Song In Awe of Nature, Kyoto NFS
Tina Zhang One creates Two, Two creates Three, Three Creates Everything* NFS
Victoria Kovarik A Bootleg Film $200

Upper Dublin High School
Jay Cho Coexistence $50
Grace Noh Light Bulb* NFS
Deanna Shaller Grandpa, Grandma & Me NFS
Emma Campbell Winter Fox NFS
Hannah Xiao Cocky Bird NFS
Jamie Sacramento The Resistance $75

West Windsor-Plainsboro High School South
Holly Chang The Loft NFS
Ankita Haidale Cozy Cabin NFS
Elise Manzari Untitled NFS
Anna Sherman Untitled Canyon NFS
Masha Ritvinski Three Graces NFS
Liza Khrypkova Leave Me Alone* NFS